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After inheriting a broken-down house, Billie finds more than she bargained for when she enlists the help of a millionaire with a tool
belt. Millionaire investor Ian Cooper may be the perfect man, but Billie Garcia only wants him for his tool belt. She’s just inherited
a broken-down house she can't afford to fix up, and Ian has all the skills she needs. And a few she wants... The handsome hunk is
an old family friend, and definitely off limits. Even though Billie’s last boyfriend treated her like a sexy ATM without a daily limit,
and she really, really deserves better. Even though-- No, no, no. Off limits. Ian has always loved getting dirty. Getting his hands
dirty.... Owning a hot investment firm is great for his net worth, but he financial reports aren’t nearly as attractive to stare at as
Billie. Her house is just the diversion he needs. He’ll have to resist Billie’s charms, but he’s managed that for years. How hard
could it be? Within a week, he can’t resist her—and he doesn’t want to. But Billie’s afraid to risk the heart she’s guarded so
carefully all these years. Can one impulsive night really be the foundation for a lifetime?
When Speedy raises from Pelican Bay State Prison, he hitchhikes home to Oakland only to find his little brother Willy a homeless
crack addict, and his best friend Fat Bob bouncing in SF's underground punk clubs. When two of their childhood homeboys get
wrapped in chains by Nuestra Familia drug dealers and thrown in the American River alive, our heroes somehow get it together
enough to plot revenge. Sure, it maybe takes the edge of Speedy's game a little when he starts playing house with beautiful phone
psychic Carmel. And it complicates things a bit more when Officer Louis, the same cop who put Speedy in prison, starts dogging
their steps like an unwelcome relative. But when a racist coven of skinheads comes howling for Speedy & Carmel's blood, and a
serial killer with a Monster in his head decides that Speedy is the answer to all his unholy prayers, things get REALLY interesting .
..
This book is a chronology of my life. It tells the story of a young Negro boy weaving his way through a hostile, alien world, almost
alone. Mama went to one of my football games at U.C. Berkeley. She didn't know anything about football, but she knew her son
was on the field, and she knew he was in college. Her support through the years helped me navigate the difficult times I grew up
in. This book will take you on a journey through those years, spiced with details about the worlds of college and professional
football, and of track and field, as well as original reports of the events happening in the wider world.
The QUICK TAKES collection follows the lives of three friends in California who find love when they least expect it. It also includes
a bonus story in which the matchmaker in all the Oakland Hills books finally gets what she deserves--a happy ending of her own.
This boxset contains the first four short stories in the bestselling, contemporary romance Oakland Hills series. The total collection
is approximately 183 pages long. Can't Stop Wanting You (love/hate romance) Jody Lapinski is a plus-sized chemist with a
problem. The despicable Simon Brogan has moved into the upstairs unit of her house. In high school, Simon was an arrogant,
heartless jerk. She's not going to forgive him now just because he's gorgeous and successful. Not after what he did. * *Contains
the wedding of Liam and Bev from Love Handles (Oakland Hills Book 1). Just Can't Forget You (second chance romance) They
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first met as troubled teens, and now their paths have crossed again. Melissa has shrugged off her past to begin a fulfilling career,
but Eduardo is definitely trouble. All grown up, he's more dangerous than ever. Can You Love Me Now? (friends-to-lovers
romance) Sasha Selkirk has been in love with her best friend's brother, Jake Lapinksi, since she was thirteen. Now twenty-eight,
she knows if he was ever going to return her feelings, he certainly would've done it by now. So when he shows up at the
snowbound mountain cabin where she's staying--alone, trying again to forget him--she pushes him away, never expecting him to
kiss her. Or make any of her other dreams come true... BONUS STORY! Trixie Does Vegas The secret story of how Trixie and
Hugo get together. A companion story to This Changes Everything, Oakland Hills Book 4.
This book can serve as a guide with information about Alameda that may have been relevant or add interest concerning Jack
Londons life and times in Alameda. Individuals may use this little handbook to explore, and follow for themselves a walk from place
to place. Eventually Jack London Walks may be offered by story-tellers or history docents or as a commercial enterprise
equivalent to historic walks in Oakland, San Francisco and other areas. There are very few island cities such as Alameda in our
nation. I hope you will enjoy seeing Alameda and these places as they exist today and putting them in the context of the history of
this area which had significance to the story of Jack Londons life and times in Alameda. This is your invitation, to Jack Londons
Neighborhood. It is my neighborhood, too.
A paranormal mystery by USA Today best-selling author Gretchen Galway. On the eve of the winter solstice, reckless witches
invite demons into the enchanted town of Silverpool. Can Alma find a human murderer amid the magical mayhem? Alma is a witch
with an Incurable Inability to kill. That can be inconvenient in a world of demons, Shadow magic, and murder. Luckily Alma has
discovered she has unusual, remarkable talents of her own. And they’re getting stronger. When her quiet town is inundated with
witch tourists looking for demon thrills on the winter solstice, Alma is compelled to act. Using her gifts of fairy sight and shapeshifting, she helps Raynor, the new Protector, hunt down magical trouble. But then a witch turns up dead—not at the hand of a
demon, but a human being. Soon after, there’s another body. Can Alma find the murderer in the mayhem—or will she be the next
victim?

I should’ve known the birthday party for a 113-year-old witch wasn’t going to be all cake and games. Especially with so
many other witches around—and that scary magic wand. I’d been desperate for a vacation from the rain on the California
coast. But instead of snow and cocoa in a cozy mountain cabin, I got… a dead body. And the murder weapon wasn’t a
candlestick in the billiard room. Looks like it’s up to me again. My one friend is a Bright witch but not much of a fighter. I
used to think I, too, was harmless, but the enchanted marks on my skin tell a different story. My moral code prevents me
from killing anyone, but somehow my enemies tend to end up dead. Trapped in the spellbound mountain retreat, I have
to find the killer before anyone else gets killed. Or worse. I’ve done it before, and I’ll do it again. Probably. * * * * * An
enchanted lake house, a magic wand, and a murdered witch... Life is never boring for ex-demon hunter Alma Bellrose,
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even if she’d like it to be. Can she use her developing powers to unravel a century of family secrets and save her
friend’s life—or will an old curse claim another victim? A standalone mystery within a series.
The fascination with tragedy and the subsequent theatre of voyeurism are part of human nature, especially when it
involves our icons, celebrities and musicians. Knocking On Heaven's Door is the definitive book of rock 'n' roll, pop, R&B
and blues deaths. Often, only the biggest selling artists are written about and sometimes it is the death of a personality
that cements their iconic status. Knocking On Heaven's Door not only covers the rock legends who lived hard and died
young, this detailed reference contains over 1,000 obituaries of music industry personalities, famous and obscure from
mid-fifties to the present day. Alphabetical entries of all the important individuals, including: noteworthy producers,
managers, songwriters, record company founders A&R men and even critics, puts all the information at your finger tips.
Nick Talevski has spent a decade researching this comprehensive and authoritative reference book and it will be an
indispensable and practical addition to every music library, full of irresistible and intriguing information.
Magic, murder, and mayhem at a high-society house party. Recovering from a recent supernatural attack,
twentysomething witch Alma has sworn off violence to devote herself to the old ways of magic—without hurting anyone.
But soon she’s drawn out of her cozy bungalow in the redwoods to investigate a murder at a high-society house party on
the California coast. She’s forced to summon old powers and new, make allies she might not be able to trust, and face a
shocking truth about her own identity. And maybe—if she can survive long enough—unmask a killer.
OAKLAND HILLS ROMANCE, BOOK #1 When a couch potato inherits a fitnesswear company in San Francisco, sparks
fly with her arrogant, Olympic medalist vice president. The world of fitness apparel isn't ready for Beverly Lewis. She
hates the gym, is nice to everybody, and shops at Ross Dress for Less. When she's not teaching preschool, she's
wearing yoga pants . . . to nap in. So when she inherits her estranged grandfather's fitnesswear company in San
Francisco, nobody expects her to keep it. Fite Fitness needs a heartless suit to save it from bankruptcy, not a thirty-yearold woman who cries when her students leave for kindergarten. Someone like Liam Johnson. A former Olympic
swimmer, Liam is Fite's executive vice president. Unlike Bev, he's devoted his life to Fite's success. Managing one little
preschool teacher—and his attraction to her—shouldn't be an issue. Right? But Bev's tired of being underpaid and
underrated, and refuses to step aside as an obedient figurehead. To everyone's shock and horror, she moves up to San
Francisco, sets up an office, and dives into the business. Nothing—not mockery, not exercise, not sabotage, not a
disastrously hot night with her aggravating VP—is going to scare her away. As Liam realizes she's tougher than she looks,
he discovers that losing Fite might not be nearly as bad as losing her . . . A story about the pursuit of love, happiness,
and the perfect yoga pants, Love Handles will speak to anyone who's ever had to face what scares her most. Warning:
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contains at least two loves scenes and a happy ending. Read the whole series! LOVE HANDLES (Oakland Hills 1) THIS
TIME NEXT DOOR (Oakland Hills 2) NOT QUITE PERFECT (Oakland Hills 3 THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING (Oakland
Hills 4) GOING BROKE (Oakland Hills 5) GOING WILD (Oakland Hills 6) OAKLAND HILLS ROMANTIC COMEDY
BOXED SET (Books 1-3) QUICK TAKES (Oakland Hills Stories)
WHO'S THE BEST? WHO'S THE WORST? Every Bay Area fan knows that the only thing better than watching sports is
arguing about the - picking the best, the worst, and who will come out on top. And no region tears its sports teams apart
like we do in Northern California. Veteran sportswriter Cam Inman takes you inside the 100 best debates in Bay Area
sports. Covering the 49ers, Raiders, Giants, A's, Sharks, Warriors, and beyond, every question you want to debate is
here - as well as a few surprises. Joe vs. Steve: Who deserved to start for the 49ers? Which Raiders season was the
best? What's theWarriors' all-time starting five? Is Barry Bonds a first-ballot Hall of Famer? Was the A's best home run hit
by a Bash Brother? Were Cal's five laterals legal in The Play? Also included is a foreword by John Madden.
Twenty-six-year-old Rose Devlin may shop in the plus-size department, but she's never had a problem attracting
men--with disastrous consequences. Recovering from her latest mistake, Rose has sworn off casual sex and moved to
California to grow up, help her best friend, and make something of herself. When Rose asks the cute-but-geeky guy next
door to help her land a job in high tech, she never expects to unearth his quiet strength, stunning accomplishments--and
hidden talents. With a secret in her own past, Rose tries to keep her distance, but she finds that nerdy Mark isn't so nerdy
when the lights go out. And that maybe, just maybe, she's not too grown up to risk one more disaster...
Rap and Politics maps out fifty years of political and musical development by exploring three specific moments of local
discourse, each a response to failures by local, state, and national governments to address police brutality, violence,
poverty, and poor social conditions in Oakland, California and the surrounding Bay Area. First, in the mid-1960s, Black
youth responded to repressive political and socioeconomic factors in West Oakland by founding the Black Panther Party
for Self Defense, whose representation of violence and community aid, as well as its radical and militant approach to
Black Nationalism, became a foundational discourse that shaped the development of rap music in the region. Second,
from the collapse of the Party in the early 1980s through the 1990s, gangster rap emerged as a form of political
expression among local youth, who drew heavily on radical and militant elements of Panther discourse in their lyrics and
artwork. Third, hyphy music in the mid-1990s to early 2000s continued these radical discourses and also incorporated
coordinated, subversive public behavior to the mix. The result was a critique of endemic problems facing the local Black
community, but also an infectious subgenre of party music that gained mainstream popularity. Overall, this study shows
that the specific types of representation created to resist problems of racism and poverty in Oakland is actually key to
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understanding other rap undergrounds, grassroots subcultures, and social movements elsewhere. In the process, Rap
and Politics offers readers a new model focused on the development of settings, representation, movements, discourse
banks, and impact within underground rap scenes. Lavar Pope is Clinical Assistant Professor of Political Science at
Arrupe College of Loyola University Chicago, USA.
Lucy's best friend the supermodel is getting married to a billionaire—what better place than their week-long wedding in a
luxury eco-resort to find a new man? Lucy isn’t picky; she just wants a decent guy who’s eager to start a family.
Someone as logical, responsible, and practical as she is. Definitely not the six-foot-five, fun-loving Miles Girard. Being
totally hot and charming is not important. She doesn’t need a college dropout who makes her laugh. A man who makes
her jump in his lap and kiss him. A man who is pathologically wary of marriage and thinks she needs him more than she
needs a husband. Then again, Lucy’s starting to feel like maybe, just maybe, she can’t live without him…
The Black Panther Party has been at once the most maligned and most celebrated Black Power organization, and this
study explores the party's origins in the tumultuous history of race relations in the San Francisco Bay Area after the
Second World War. The massive influx of African American migrants into the Bay Area during the war years upset the
racial status quo that the white majority and tiny black minority had carefully crafted and maintained for more than a
century. This realignment of racial boundaries strained relations between whites and blacks, and the postwar crises of
black unemployment, inadequate housing, segregated schools, and police brutality produced in the Bay Area a virtual
race war that culminated in the black revolution of the 1960s. Despite the attempts of moderate African American leaders
to push for civil rights and black equality in the 1950s and 1960s, a new generation of militants came to the fore in the
1960s. Emerging from the direct-action protests of the Congress of Racial Equality and the Community Action Programs
of the War on Poverty, this new radical leadership agitated for black self-determination and trumpeted black pride and
self-sufficiency. From this maelstrom sprang the Black Panther Party, led by two ghetto toughs whose families had fled
Dixie for the promised land of California during the Second World War. These prophets of rage would transform the
nature of African American protest, change the character of domestic policy, and redefine the meaning of blackness in
America. Also inlcludes maps.
Escape to Northern California with a trilogy of sexy, light-hearted romantic comedies. This boxed set includes the first
three novels of Gretchen Galway's best-selling Oakland Hills series, a total of almost 1,000 pages, including:LOVE
HANDLESThe world of fitness apparel isn't ready for Beverly Lewis. She hates the gym, is nice to everybody, and shops
at Ross Dress for Less. When she's not teaching preschool, she's wearing yoga pants . . . to nap in. So when she inherits
her estranged grandfather's fitnesswear company in San Francisco, nobody expects her to keep it. Fite Fitness needs a
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heartless suit to save it from bankruptcy, not a thirty-year-old woman who cries when her students leave for
kindergarten.Someone like Liam Johnson. A former Olympic swimmer, Liam is Fite's executive vice president. Unlike
Bev, he's devoted his life to Fite's success. Managing one little preschool teacher--and his attraction to her--shouldn't be
an issue. Right?But Bev's tired of being underpaid and underrated, and refuses to step aside as an obedient figurehead.
To everyone's shock and horror, she moves up to San Francisco, sets up an office, and dives into the business.
Nothing--not mockery, not exercise, not sabotage, not a disastrously hot night with her aggravating VP--is going to scare
her away. As Liam realizes she's tougher than she looks, he discovers that losing Fite might not be nearly as bad as
losing her . . .THIS TIME NEXT DOORTwenty-six-year-old Rose Devlin may shop in the plus-size department, but she's
never had a problem attracting men--with disastrous consequences. Recovering from her latest mistake, Rose has sworn
off casual sex and moved to California to grow up, help her best friend, and make something of herself.When Rose asks
the cute-but-geeky guy next door to help her land a job in high tech, she never expects to unearth his quiet strength,
stunning accomplishments--and hidden talents.With a secret in her own past, Rose tries to keep her distance, but she
finds that nerdy Mark isn't so nerdy when the lights go out. And that maybe, just maybe, she's not too grown up to risk
one more disaster...NOT QUITE PERFECTSerial temp worker April Johnson is nothing like her wildly successful
brothers. She doesn’t have an Olympic gold medal. She doesn’t have millions in the bank from a tech company she
founded as a teenager. She doesn’t even have a place to live, not since her boyfriend sneaked off in the middle of the
night—skipping out on the rent, his three-legged dog, and her. Now forced to move back home with her mother and grovel
for a job from one of her brothers, April decides it’s past time she got serious about her life.Zack Fain, on the other hand,
has been too serious for years. After losing his wife to cancer at the age of twenty-six, he’s done nothing but work on his
consulting business. But when he meets April at a new job, he forgets he’s a humorless suit who never gets emotionally
involved. She makes him laugh, she turns him on, and he begins to wonder if it’s time he broke a few rules.Although
April refuses to get stuck in yet another dead-end relationship, Zack isn’t like any of the guys she’s dated before. This
could be the real deal. This could be serious.But is either one of them ready for the kind of serious that lasts a
lifetime?Note: Although each title is a standalone novel, the stories flow in chronological order with characters
reappearing in each book, making the...
Having already penned Getting in the Game, his inside scoop on the mayhem within baseball's winter meetings, Josh
Lewin once again gives baseball fans a window into the big leagues. By interviewing big league ballplayers about their
first day in the majors, Lewin creates fascinating mini-biographies of the players, highlighting the personalities hidden
behind the on-field accomplishments. He lets the players recount their own memories of how they made it to the big
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leagues. In You Never Forget Your First, Lewin shares the stories of players great and less so. Tony Gwynn recalls
singling in his first at bat and finding Pete Rose waiting for him at first base with a wink and a warning: "Don't break my
record all at once, kid." Bob Brenly heard of his call-up on the car radio while on a family trip to the Grand Canyon. He
then stood helplessly in the middle of the Arizona desert after his transmission gave out, trying to convince passersby he
was a ballplayer heading to the big leagues and needed a lift to the airport. Duane Kuiper witnessed a fight both on the
field and in his own clubhouse his first day in Cleveland. Greg Maddux recalls being stuck at the Chicago River
drawbridge, convinced he'd never make it to Wrigley Field in time for his debut. Lewin interviews modern star players
such as A-Rod, Barry Bonds, and Manny Ramirez, as well as Hall of Famers such as Jim Palmer, Don Sutton, and
George Brett. More than 100 popular baseball players are profiled, complete with the box scores of their big league
debuts.
Looks at the lives of the homebound wives of Western pioneers
Is her magic strong enough to stop a killer? On her first assignment as a demon-hunting witch, Alma was unable to kill. Now broke
and unemployed at twenty-six, she lives in Silverpool, a remote town in a redwood forest north of San Francisco, where she sells
magic-infused jewelry and tries to live a drama-free life. When fairies draw her to the dead body of her ex-boyfriend, she must
defend herself and the hidden power in Silverpool from an influx of supernatural trouble. The only way to make peace—and stay
alive—is to find the killer. Drawing upon years of formal magical training she’d rather forget, and using other abilities she’d like to
keep secret, Alma goes up against bloodthirsty fae, a dangerously charming demon, her infamous father, and other ambitious
witches with agendas of their own. This time, an inability to kill might be not just the end of her job, but of her life... DEAD WITCH
ON A BRIDGE is the first book in a new paranormal mystery series by USA Today bestselling author Gretchen Galway.
Line 2 - the possibilities of Sophia Dominique Blue's.) is based on a true story. line 2 correction- the possibilities of Sophia
Dominique Blue's life.) is based on a true story. Line 4 - city to another and the struggles of the environments of the two cities Line
4 Correction - city to another. Sophia tells her story of the struggles she encountered in the two environments. Line 5 - that she to
deal with. She had no one that she felt she could trust protect Line 5
There's more than one way to ruin a beautiful friendship. Tech entrepreneur Sly has a portfolio of lucrative San Francisco Bay
Area start-ups, but while his financial options are unlimited, his romantic options are anything but. Bored with the same old, same
old, he finds himself spending more and more time with Cleo, his former piano teacher and current pizza-eating, binge-TVwatching partner. Already divorced at only twenty-nine, Cleo's not looking for love. Certainly not with a gorgeous workaholic who
usually dates high-powered, MBA-toting supermodels. Although, come to think of it, Sly hasn't dated anyone in a long time. And
Cleo isn’t the only one to notice he seems lonely… An unexpected road trip to Las Vegas forces Cleo to confront her past while Sly
slams into his own demons and realizes he's his own worst enemy. What happens when they cross the line? And then move it,
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jump over it, trample it, zigzag across it, and forget where the line was in the first place?
From New York Times bestselling author Mary Monroe comes a powerful novel about the hopes, dreams, laughter--and limits--of
six unique women surviving on the streets of San Francisco. . . They're about as different as six women can be--haughty and
humble, beautiful and plain, young and not-so-young, black, white, Latina, and origins unknown. But aside from a gift for laughing
hardship in the face, they have one very important thing in common--Clyde Brooks. You might say that Clyde is their "manager."
And you might say that Lula Mae, Ester, Megan, Rosalee, Helen, and Rockelle are colleagues--in the world's oldest profession.
Clyde likes to refer to them as his "wives." Maybe it's their love for the high life--and for each other--that makes the bond between
Clyde's ladies so unbreakable. Maybe it's their private demons that keep them so loyal to Clyde--or so he thinks. For hard as they
try to distract themselves, nothing can quell the women's longing for a life free from Clyde and what he represents--until one daring
act of defiance changes everything. . . Praise for Mary Monroe "Reminiscent of Zora Neale Hurston." --Publishers Weekly "Watch
out Toni Morrison, there is a new sister in town." --Rapport "Mary Monroe is a masterful storyteller." --Philadelphia Inquirer
This Time Next Door (Romantic Comedy, BBW Romance)Oakland Hills #2Eton Field
In 1920 Bill Disbrow had his first airplane ride with his dad in a Jenny WWI trainer when he was five. This ignited his desire to be
an Army Air Corps pilot. He finally applied in 1935 but failed his physical due to high blood pressure from excitement. He tried
three more times. After Pearl Harbor, he was turned down because he was married, but the marriage ban was lifted and he was in
and getting shot at. He always thought he could fly and sailed through Cadets in 1943, the oldest Cadet at 28. He was finally a
pilot! He expected to go to P-38 fighter school but wound up as a B-24 co-pilot. His pilot and Bill flew their B-24 from Hamilton
Field to Italy. Bill flew 50 missions for the 15th Air force, 455th Bomb Group, 741st Squadron. 25 of those mission he was first pilot
in the B-24, Organized Confusion. He survived 7 missions to the Ploesti oil fields, the graveyard of the 15th Air Force. He returned
to the U.S. in 1944 with the DFC and the Air Medal with 3 OLCs, where he attended Officers Armament School and graduated at
the top of his class. He was later assigned to Colorado Springs where, as a recruiting officer, he flew anything they would let him.
Bill In 1948, he was sent to Japan as an I & E officer and later Chief of Flight Test FEMCOM. Later he took an old C-47 to Korea,
ferrying supplies to the troops and became stationed there in charge of field maintenance at Pusan. On his return to the states, Bill
became the CO of the Air Force recruiting in Los Angeles where he built the Disbrow Special sportcar. Later he brought the car to
Tyndal AFB in Florida and raced against General LeMay and others. There he flew F-86s and F-102s. He was sent back to Japan
in charge of a fighter squadron and finally sent home to Travis AFB where he retired with 21 years of active duty. On retiring he
would become an investigator, a high school teacher, a aircraft owner, a civilian flight instructor a resort owner, a house builder, a
world-class snow skier in his age group, and an excellent ballroom dancer. He would sire four beautiful daughters by his wife Fay
of 27 years; have 10 grandchildren and 9 great-grandchildren and still counting. through all the anxiety and adversities he had to
contend with. He thanks his Lord Jesus Christ for making this all possible.
A CINDERELLA JOURNEY FROM SMALL-TOWN KID TO MGM’S SINGING AND DANCING GIRL NEXT DOOR--…BUT WHAT GOT LOST
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ALONG THE WAY? She was the sweet-faced gal who won our hearts as the spunky heroine of SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN
BROTHERS…the all-American beauty who kicked up her heels with Fred Astaire in ROYAL WEDDING. Jane Powell grew up alongside
Elizabeth Taylor, Roddy McDowall and Ann Blyth…and she and Liz were bridesmaids at each other’s weddings. But with four marriages and
nineteen films behind her, MGM’s golden-voiced Girl Next Door realized she’d never found happiness—or herself—until now. In her own
words, Jane Powell gives an unabashed account of her struggle to grow beyond her screen image—after it had been created and torn down
by Hollywood. A SPIRITUAL AND EMOTIONAL TRIUMPH! With memorable photos!
Serial temp worker April Johnson is nothing like her wildly successful brothers. She doesn’t have an Olympic gold medal. She doesn’t have
millions in the bank from a tech company she founded as a teenager. She doesn’t even have a place to live, not since her boyfriend sneaked
off in the middle of the night—skipping out on the rent, his three-legged dog, and her. Now forced to move back home with her mother and
grovel for a job from one of her brothers, April decides it’s past time she got serious about her life. Zack Fain, on the other hand, has been
too serious for years. After losing his wife to cancer at the age of twenty-six, he’s done nothing but work on his consulting business. But
when he meets April at a new job, he forgets he’s a humorless suit who never gets emotionally involved. She makes him laugh, she turns
him on, and he begins to wonder if it’s time he broke a few rules. Although April refuses to get stuck in yet another dead-end relationship,
Zack isn’t like any of the guys she’s dated before. This could be the real deal. This could be serious. But is either one of them ready for the
kind of serious that lasts a lifetime?
Oakland has a rich theatre history, from the amusements of a gas-lit downtown light opera and vaudeville stage in the 1870s to the ornate
cinematic escape portals of the Great Depression. Dozens of neighborhood theatres, once the site of family outings and first dates, remain
cherished memories in the lives of Oaklanders. The city can still boast three fabulous movie palaces from the golden age of cinema: the
incomparable art deco Paramount, which now offers live performances and films; the stately Grand Lake gracing the sinuous shores of Lake
Merritt; and the magnificently eccentric Fox Oakland, with its imposing Hindu gods flanking the stage. The Paramount and Grand Lake still
stir the heartstrings of patrons with showings preceded by interludes on their mighty WurliTzer organs.
For schoolteacher Nicki, a summer in Hawaii is the perfect opportunity to overcome a lifetime of phobias and heartbreak. But when she gets
to Maui, she discovers the guy who broke her heart in college is living in her paradise. How can she tackle her fears when the biggest one of
all is walking around shirtless—and refuses to leave her alone? About to turn thirty, Ansel has never wasted his life of privilege—if only his
father saw it that way. When Dad cuts him off financially, Ansel moves into his family’s vacation home to make his own fortune in real estate.
The last thing he needs is his sister’s leggy, beautiful friend distracting him. Unfortunately, he’s had little practice resisting temptation... As
the days and nights unfold along the luxurious Maui shores, Nicki and Ansel find themselves sharing more and more… and more. But will
either one of them have the courage to bring what they find together home with them when the summer’s over?
It all started with a demon in a big-box store... When a series of demon attacks rocks the magical world, reluctant witch investigator Alma
Bellrose will have to separate friend from foe to find out why—before it leads to the destruction of her supernatural town, her friends, and
herself.
It is widely accepted that London is in the midst of a serious housing crisis, manifested most obviously in city's soaring rents. While the
causes of this crisis are manifold, many people have come to argue that the diminished role of public housing, which includes council estates,
is a major contributing factor. Yet the bitter irony is that, at a time of such massive housing shortages, London's council estates are
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disappearing from the city's skyline in the name of renewal and regeneration. In The Life and Death of London's Council Estates, Watt
provides a systematic policy and sociological account of the transformation of council housing in London over the last three decades, drawing
on extensive fieldwork, interviews, and statistical and documentary analysis undertaken in several London boroughs. The book explores what
this dramatic shift in housing implies for ever-widening inequality in London's distribution of wealth.
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